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Abstract
We study two closely related problems in non-preemptive
scheduling of sequential jobs on identical parallel machines.
In these two settings there are either fixed jobs or nonavailability intervals during which the machines are not
available; in either case, the objective is to minimize the
makespan. Both formulations have different applications,
e.g. in turnaround scheduling or overlay computing. For
both problems we contribute approximation algorithms with
an improved ratio of 3/2 + , respectively. For scheduling
with fixed jobs, a lower bound of 3/2 on the approximation
ratio has been obtained by Scharbrodt, Steger & Weisser; for
scheduling with non-availability we provide the same lower
bound. In total, our approximation ratio for both problems
is essentially tight via suitable inapproximability results. We
use dual approximation, creation of a gap structure and job
configurations, and a PTAS for the multiple subset sum
problem. However, the main feature of our algorithms is
a new technique for the assignment of large jobs via flexible
rounding. Our new technique is based on an interesting
cyclic shifting argument in combination with a network flow
model for the assignment of jobs to large gaps.

1

Introduction

In parallel machine scheduling, an important issue is the
scenario where either some jobs are already fixed in the
system [29, 30] or intervals of non-availability of some
machines must be taken into account [4, 11, 21, 23, 24].
The first problem occurs since high-priority jobs are
present in the system while the latter problem is due
to regular maintenance of machines; both models are
relevant for turnaround scheduling [26] and overlay computing where machines are donated on a volunteer basis. These two problems can be described by the same
encoding of instances and only differ in the objective
function. An instance consists of m, the number of machines, which is part of the input, and n jobs given by
processing times p1 , . . . , pn . The first k jobs are fixed
via a list (m1 , s1 ), . . . , (mk , sk ) giving a machine index
and starting time for the respective job. We assume
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that these fixed jobs do not overlap. A schedule is a
non-preemptive assignment of the jobs to machines and
starting times such that the first k jobs are assigned as
encoded in the instance and that the jobs do not intersect. If the objective is to minimize the makespan
for all jobs including the fixed ones, we call the problem scheduling with fixed jobs. Alternatively we can
regard the k fixed jobs as intervals of non-availability
which do not contribute to the makespan. Here the
objective is to minimize the makespan over the nonfixed jobs only; this problem is called scheduling with
non-availability. For the latter problem, we denote by
ρ ∈ (0, 1) the percentage of machines which are permanently available and also permit infinite length of
the non-availability intervals. In the literature, scheduling with non-availability is also called non-resumable
scheduling with availability constraints [4, 21, 23, 24].
The makespan Cmax is one of the most well-studied objectives in the field of scheduling and usually regarded as
an “easy” objective in the sense that most problem formulations permit good approximation algorithms. However, both problems generalize the well-known problem
P||Cmax [9] and hence are strongly NP-hard.
Results. Scheduling with fixed jobs was studied by
Scharbrodt, Steger & Weisser [28, 29, 30]. They mainly
studied the problem for m constant; for this easier
yet still strongly NP-hard formulation they present a
PTAS. They also found approximation algorithms for
general m with ratios 3 [28] and 2 +  [30]; since the
finishing time of the last fixed job is a lower bound
∗
for Cmax
, we can simply use a PTAS for the wellknown problem P||Cmax [9] to schedule the remaining
n − k jobs after the fixed job which finishes last.
Finally, Scharbrodt, Steger & Weisser [30] proved that
for scheduling with fixed jobs there is no approximation
algorithm with ratio 3/2 − , unless P = NP, for any
 ∈ (0, 1/2]. Complementing this negative result, we
obtain a basically tight ratio with our new approach.
Theorem 1.1. Scheduling with fixed jobs admits an
approximation algorithm with ratio 3/2 +  for any
 ∈ (0, 1/2].
Unlike scheduling with fixed jobs, scheduling with nonavailability without any further restriction is inapproximable within a constant ratio unless P = NP, as shown

by Eyraud-Dubois, Mounié & Trystram [5]. The inapproximability is circumvented by requiring at least one
machine to be permanently available. The case with
m constant, arbitrary non-availability intervals, and at
least one machine permanently available, is strongly NPhard but can be solved by a PTAS by Diedrich et al. [4].
For general m, researchers so far have only studied the
problem where there is at most one interval of nonavailability per machine. First, the even more restricted
case where the intervals of non-availability start at time
zero was studied. Here Lee [20] and Lee et al. [22] proved
that LPT yields a ratio of 3/2 − 1/(2m) and can be
modified to yield a ratio of 4/3. For the same problem, Kellerer [15] found an algorithm with a tight ratio
of 5/4. Furthermore, Hwang et al. briefly pointed out
that this problem admits a PTAS [11]. A more general
case is the setting where the at most one interval per
machine may have an arbitrary position. For this problem Lee [21] showed that general list scheduling yields
a ratio of m and proved a tight ratio of 1/2 + m/2 for
LPT. Hwang et al. studied the ratio of LPT for the
same scenario but assumed that at least m − λ machines are available simultaneously. They first obtained
a ratio of 2 for λ ≤ m/2 [10] which they later refined to
a ratio of 1 + d1/(1 − λ/m)e/2 for λ arbitrary [11]. For
λ = m − 1, this yields 1 + m/2; if ρ denotes the percentage of permanently available machines, this yields
1 + d1/ρe/2 which depends on ρ. Concerning further
results, we refer the reader to [23], Chapt. 22, or [27] for
surveys and the articles [4, 14, 20] for results on singlemachine problems. For scheduling with non-availability,
our new technique yields an improved approximation ratio independent from ρ which is basically tight.
Theorem 1.2. Scheduling with non-availability, where
the percentage ρ ∈ (0, 1) of permanently available machines is constant, admits an approximation algorithm
with ratio 3/2 +  for any  ∈ (0, 1/2]. Furthermore, for
this problem there is no approximation algorithm with
ratio 3/2 − , unless P = NP, for any  ∈ (0, 1/2].
In addition, we show that approximation of scheduling
with non-availability within a constant ratio is at least
as hard as approximation of Bin Packing with an
additive error; however, whether this is possible is an
interesting open problem, as discussed in [7], Chapt. 2,
page 67.
Techniques used in our approach. In contrast to previous approaches we use a new technique
for rounding and assignment of large jobs which is carried out via a class of network flow problems. To bound
the error incurred by this way of assignment, we use an
interesting cyclic shifting technique and a redistribution
argument. We believe that this approach for rounding

and assignment of suitable items will find other applications in related packing or scheduling problems. Furthermore, we use techniques like dual approximation [8],
partition of the instance, linear grouping and rounding
known from Bin Packing [6] or Strip Packing [17, 18],
and definition of configurations. Our modelization also
involves the multiple subset sum problem (MSSP) which
can be formally defined as follows. We are given a set
{1, . . . , n} of items, each item i having a positive integer weight wi , and a set {1, . . . , m} of knapsacks, each
knapsack j having a nonnegative integer capacity cj ;
the objective is to select a subset of items of maximum
total weight that can be packed into the knapsacks. As
an algorithmic building block we use a PTAS for MSSP
from [1] where the knapsack capacities are permitted to
be different; this approximation scheme is referred to
by MSSPPTAS. Alternatively, a PTAS for the multiple
knapsack problem (MKP) can be used [2, 3, 13]. Knapsack type problems belong to the oldest and most fundamental problems in combinatorial optimization and theoretical computer science; we refer the reader to [16, 25]
for in-depth surveys or the papers [1, 3, 12, 13, 19] for
literature on these problems.
The remainder of our contribution is organized as
follows. In Sect. 2 we present our main result, namely
an approximation algorithm with ratio 3/2 +  for
scheduling with fixed jobs. In Sect. 3 we apply our
approach to scheduling with non-availability and discuss
an interesting connection to Bin Packing. Finally we
conclude in Sect. 4 with open questions.
2

An Approximation Algorithm

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. The running
time of our algorithm will depend polynomially on m.
However, on the one hand, if m ≤ n, this yields a
runtime bound which is polynomially bounded in the
encoding length of the instance. On the other hand,
if m > n, there are at least m − k machines without
fixed jobs. Since we have exactly n − k non-fixed
jobs, every job that is to be scheduled can be executed
on a free machine of its own, solving the instance to
optimality. Hence, in the latter case, it is not necessary
to apply our algorithm. The algorithm is based on
the dual approximation paradigm [8] by using binary
seach on P
the makespan. For any S ⊆ {k + 1, . . . , n} let
P (S) := i∈S pi denote the total processing time of S
and for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k} let Cj := sj + pj denote the
completion time of the fixed job j. It is easily seen that
∗
max{Cj |j ∈ {1, . . . , k}} ≤ Cmax
holds; furthermore, the
remaining n − k jobs indexed by {k + 1, . . . , n} can be
scheduled on one machine in the interval
[max{Cj |j ∈ {1, . . . , k}}, npmax )

where pmax := max{pj |j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}} denotes the
maximum processing time of the non-fixed jobs. In
total we obtain a search space of size at most npmax
for the target makespan; via binary search as in [4], we
will find a suitable target makespan in O(log(npmax ))
steps which is polynomially bounded in the encoding
size of the instance. For a target makespan T , we
use the technique described below which involves a
PTAS for MSSP [1, 13] to schedule as much load
as possible in the interval [0, T ). In the sequel we
∗
show that for the optimal makespan Cmax
, we can
algorithmically find a schedule which executes almost
∗
all load in the interval [0, Cmax
); the remainig load is
∗
put in the interval [Cmax , ∞) via list scheduling, causing
an error which will be suitably bounded however. In
Subsect. 2.1–2.4 let T ∈ [0, npmax ) denote a candidate
for the makespan; we call such a T feasible if there
is a schedule with makespan at most T and infeasible
otherwise. Furthermore, the k fixed jobs are preassigned
as indicated by (m1 , s1 ), . . . , (mk , sk ).
2.1 Job Classification and Gap Generation. For
T we generate all intervals of availability of machines,
in the following called gaps, within the planning horizon
[0, T ) from the encoded fixed jobs. This can be easily
achieved in time polynomially bounded in the instance
size by processing the starting times and execution times
of the fixed jobs. Let q(T ) ∈ N∗ denote the number of
gaps and let G(T ) := {G1 , . . . , Gq(T ) } denote the set
of gaps. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , q(T )} we also use Gi to
denote the size of gap Gi . Note that |q(T )| ≤ k+m ≤ 2n
since each of the k fixed jobs induces a gap “left” to it
and there are at most m gaps whose “right” limit is not
created by a fixed job but by the limit of the planning
horizon; in total, |q(T )| is polynomially bounded in the
instance size. The set of gaps is partitioned into large
and small gaps via
GL (T )

:= {G ∈ G(T )|G > T /2},

GS (T )

:= {G ∈ G(T )|G ≤ T /2}.

we assume that there is no unnecessary idle time in the
gaps, i.e. a set of jobs placed in a gap is scheduled as a
continuous block which starts as early as possible and
all idle time is positioned at the end of the gap.
2.2 Definition of Configurations for Medium
Jobs. We obtain few distinct job sizes in JM (T ) via
rounding. This construction is lossy in the sense that
some jobs will not be executed in [0, T ) anymore;
however, the loss of jobs will be suitably bounded. Fix
a schedule σ with makespan T . Since pi > T for each
i ∈ JM (T ) and the interval [0, T ) provides an amount
of total processing time of at most mT ,
n0 := |JM (T )| ≤ b

m
m
mT
c=b c≤
T



holds. We apply linear grouping as in [6] to the medium
jobs in JM (T ) by setting c1 := d1/2 e and creating
c1 + 1 groups. We sort the medium jobs in JM (T )
in non-increasing order of processing time and in this
order create groups of cardinality bn0 /c1 c where the
last group is possibly of smaller cardinality. We denote
the resulting groups by C1M , . . . , CcM1 +1 . Next for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , c1 + 1} the processing times of medium
jobs in CiM are rounded up to the largest processing
time occuring in the respective group, i.e. we define
qi := max{pj |j ∈ CiM } and the resulting rounded
groups are denoted by C̃1M , . . . , C̃cM1 +1 . We remove C1M
from σ, resulting in a partial schedule with makespan at
most T and some free space. Note that by embedding
M
C̃iM into the space for C̃i−1
for each i ∈ {2, . . . , c1 }, we
can reschedule the medium jobs in JM (T )\C1M based on
the assignment in σ. We use σ1 to denote the resulting
partial schedule. Using this approach we have limited
the number of distinct item sizes in JM (T ) to c1 at the
cost of removing C1M from the schedule. In total, we
have |C1M | ≤ n0 /c1 and each job in C1M is no larger
than T /2. Hence, via
P (C1M ) ≤

Tm
T m
T n0
≤
≤
2c1
2c1
2

Let qL (T ) := |GL (T )|, qS (T ) := |GS (T )| be the number
M
of large and small gaps for target makespan T . Since the total size of C1 is suitably bounded. Note that
there can be at most one large gap per machine, we have G ≤ T for each gap G and pi > T for each medium
job i ∈ JM (T ), hence consequently at most b1/c
qL (T ) ≤ m. We define
medium jobs from JM (T ) can occur in each gap in σ1 .
JL (T ) := {i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}|pi ∈ (T /2, T ]},
Now a configuration is a c1 -tuple over {0, . . . , b1/c} in
which the i-th component denotes the number of items
JM (T ) := {i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}|pi ∈ (T, T /2]},
of size qi . Each configuration naturally corresponds
JS (T ) := {i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n}|pi ∈ (0, T ]}
to a choice of rounded items from JM (T ) which can
to partition the set of non-fixed jobs into large, medium occur together in a gap. Note that this definition also
and small jobs. Note JL (T ) can be only packed into the includes the “empty” configuration in which all entries
at most m gaps from GL (T ). Hence, if |JL (T )| > qL (T ), are zero. For convenience, we will also refer to the
T is infeasible and can be safely discarded. In the sequel corresponding set of medium jobs as a configuration.

Let c2 denote the number of configurations which is
bounded by c2 ≤ (b1/c + 1)c1 and hence independent
from the encoding size of the input. We denote all
configurations by κ(1) , . . . , κ(c2 ) . Furthermore, for each
` ∈ {1, . . . , c2 }, we denote by
s` :=

c1
X

job, a configuration, and a set of small jobs which may
be empty however. Let I := {1, . . . , c3 } × {1, . . . , c2 } to
denote the set of indices for intervals and configurations;
let (k, `) ∈ I. We define
GL (T, k, `) := {G ∈ GL (T )|in σ1 gap G contains

(`)
κi qi

i=1

the total size of the `-th configuration. So far, by
removing C1M from σ, we have defined a partial schedule
σ1 with makespan at most T and simplified structure
in which only a small amount of total processing time
is not scheduled; furthermore, each job which is not
scheduled is a medium job. We have established
Lemma 2.1 and later use enumeration to find a suitable
choice of configurations for a target makespan T .
Lemma 2.1. For every feasible makespan T there is a
partial schedule σ1 with makespan at most T and the
following properties. Every large job from JL (T ) is
scheduled in a gap from GL (T ). Every small job from
JS (T ) is scheduled. In each gap in GL (T ) there are
at most three objects, namely a large job from JL (T ),
a configuration and a set of small jobs from JS (T ).
There are only medium jobs from JM (T ) which are not
scheduled, and the total processing time of these is at
most T m/2.
2.3 Discretization of Large Jobs. We discretize
the large jobs in JL (T ) which are packed together
in a gap with a non-empty configuration in σ1 from
Lemma 2.1. The large jobs in JL (T ) which are packed
into a gap from GL (T ) with the empty configuration
in σ1 are not discretized. The construction described
here leaves the small jobs from JS (T ) untouched and
modifies only the large jobs and configurations in gaps
in GL (T ). We assume that in σ1 in each large gap from
GL (T ) there is a job from JL (T ); otherwise we introduce
an artificial “large” job of size 0 for such a gap. Hence we
obtain |JL (T )| = |GL (T )| ≤ m, i.e. there are as many
large jobs as large gaps. Now let c3 := d1/e − 1, and
for each k ∈ {1, . . . , c3 } let Ik (T ) := (kT, (k + 1)T ].
Finally for each k ∈ {1, . . . , c3 }, ` ∈ {1, . . . , c2 } let

a job from JL (T, k) and a non-empty κ(`) }
and present a construction to round the large jobs
from JL (T ) contained in GL (T, k, `) under a small
loss of total size of the medium jobs in JM (T ); the
approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. There, light grey areas
indicate the large jobs, dark grey areas indicate the
configurations, and white areas indicate small jobs or
idle time. Conceptually arrange the gaps in G(T, k, `)
along with their contents in σ1 in a vertical stack,
starting at the top with a gap containing a job from
JL (T, k) of smallest size to the bottom finishing with
a gap containing a job from JL (T, k) of largest size.
Except for the small jobs from JS (T ), each of these gaps
contains exactly two objects, namely a job from JL (T, k)
and a configuration κ(`) . If two such objects occur
together in a large gap we will call them associated.
Similar as in [6], we apply linear grouping to the stack.
More precisely, we set c4 := d1/e; beginning from
the top, we create c4 + 1 groups C1G , . . . , CcG4 +1 of
size b|GL (k, `)|/c4 c where the last group is possibly of
smaller cardinality. In each group GG
i , each large job is
rounded up to the size of the largest large job occuring
in CiG , namely to
qi0 := max{pj |j ∈ JL (T ), j occurs in a gap from CiG }

and it remains to show that the rounded large jobs in
the stack can be packed together with nearly all of
their associated configurations. To this end, we use
an elegant cyclic shifting argument which is sketched
in Fig. 1. Each rounded job from JL (T, k) is shifted
downwards b|G(k, `)|/c4 c gaps in the stack into at least
the next larger group, where it can be safely packed
together with the configuration of size s` . The large
jobs in the b|G(T, k, `)|/c4 c gaps at the bottom are
pushed out of the stack. Hence, a total number of
b|G(T, k, `)|/c4 c large jobs from JL (T ) not packed. We
remove the configurations in group C1G and denote the
JL (T, k) := {j ∈ JL (T )|pj ∈ Ik (T )}
set of non-packed associated configurations by I(T, k, `);
the set I(T, k, `) is removed from the schedule. Now the
denote the set of large jobs with processing times in uppermost b|G(T, k, `)|/c c gaps in the stack are empty.
4
the interval Ik (T ). Note that in the above definition Every non-packed configuration has a total size of at
and the following construction, it is sufficient to have most T /2 since it was packed together with a large job
k ≥ b1/(2)c since every large job has a processing time in σ ; consequently, we can use
1
larger than T /2; however, to keep the notation as simple
as possible, we use k ∈ {1, . . . , c3 }. In each gap in
T |G(T, k, `)|
T
GL (T ) there are exactly three objects, namely a large (1) P (I(T, k, `)) ≤ 2 b|G(T, k, `)|/c4 c ≤
2c4

C1G

C1G

C2G

C2G
...

CcG4 +1

...

CcG4 +1

(a) Create a stack for G(T, k, `)
by starting at the top with a
gap containing a large job of
smallest size and finishing at
the bottom with a gap containing a large job of largest size.
Then we create c4 + 1 groups
of equal size, except for the last
group.
C1G

(b) The size of the large jobs is
rounded up to the largest job
size occurring in the respective group; the configurations
are not shown due to overlap.
The large jobs are rearranged
by shifting them in the next
lower group; the bottommost
large jobs are pushed out of the
stack.
C1G

C2G

C2G
...

CcG4 +1

to bound the total processing time of the non-packed
configurations. Concerning the b|G(T, k, `)|/c4 c large
jobs from JL (T, k) which are not packed, we note that
the size of each of them is at most (k + 1)T . The size of
each of the empty gaps in the upper parts of the stack
is at least kT + T = (k + 1)T . Consequently, the
large jobs which have been pushed out of the stack can
be feasibly put in the uppermost gaps, i.e. the gaps in
C1G .
Lemma 2.2. By applying the rounding and cyclic shifting for all interval indices and configuration types
(k, `) ∈ I, only medium jobs from JM (T ) are lost. The
total processing time of these is bounded by T m/2.
Proof. By construction only medium jobs from JM (T )
are not packed.
Now we use the bound (1), the
P
estimation
(k,`)∈I |G(T, k, `)| ≤ |GL (T )| ≤ m, and
the definition of c4 to obtain the chain of inequalities
X
P (∪(k,`)∈I I(T, k, `)) =
P (I(T, k, `))
(k,`)∈I

...

CcG4 +1

≤ T /(2c4 )

X

|G(T, k, `)| ≤

(k,`)∈I

(c) In the resulting arrangement there is no overlap between rounded large jobs in the
stack and configurations. Here
the configurations are shown
again.

(d)
To
accomodate
the
rounded large jobs from below
the stack, the configuraions
in the topmost group C1G
are removed.
The space
created there is large enough
to contain the rounded large
jobs from below the stack.

C1G

C1G

C2G

C2G
...

CcG4 +1

(e) The rounded large jobs
from below the stack are
shifted in the gaps of the topmost group C1G .

T
|GL (T )|
2c4
≤

Tm
T m
≤
2c4
2

which yields the claim. 
We use σ2 to denote the resulting partial schedule in
which all jobs which are now removed, more precisely
the medium jobs in ∪(k,`)∈I I(T, k, `), do not occur. For
each (k, `) ∈ I let
c(k, `) := |{G ∈ GL (T )|in σ2 gap G contains a job

...

from JL (T, k) and a non-empty κ(`) }| ≤ m

CcG4 +1

(f) In the final arrangement
all rounded large jobs from
JL (T, k) are packed.
The
only jobs which are not packed
are the configurations from the
first group C1G .

denote the number of large jobs from JL (T ) with
processing times in the interval Ik (T ) which are packed
together with the `-th configuration in σ2 . In total we
obtain the following result.

Lemma 2.3. For every feasible makespan T there is a
partial schedule σ2 with makespan at most T and the
following properties. Every large job from JL (T ) is
scheduled in a gap from GL (T ). Every small job from
JS (T ) is scheduled. In each large gap from GL (T ) there
Figure 1: This sketch illustrates the construction from are exactly three objects, namely a large job from JL (T ),
Subsect. 2.3; light grey areas indicate the large jobs a configuration and a subset of small jobs from JS (T ).
from G(T, k, `), dark grey areas indicate the associated For each (k, `) ∈ I there is an integer c(k, `) ≤ m
configurations of type κ(`) and white areas indicate which indicates how often a large job from Ik (T ) is
small jobs or idle time.
packed together with a non-empty configuration κ(`) .
There are only medium jobs from JM (T ) which are not
scheduled, and the total processing time of these is at
most T m/2 + T m/2 = T m.

Clearly, there are at most mc2 c3 choices for the values
c(k, `), hence these can be found by enumeration. However, algorithmically we have to deal with the problem
that, even if the values c(k, `) are known, it is difficult
to find the assignment of large jobs in JL (T ) and associated configurations exactly as in σ2 . However, with
Lemma 2.4, we will show that by using a straightforward greedy argument for the small jobs in JS (T ), any
feasible assignment of the large jobs in JL (T ) and the
associated confgurations to the gaps in GL (T ) can be
extended to a partial schedule under a small loss of processing time. To this end we define a multiset of large
jobs and configurations; more precisely let

s
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(4, 2)

(4, 3)

(4, 4)

J1

(5, 1)

(5, 2)

(5, 3)

(5, 4)
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(3, 1)

(3, 2)
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(3, 4)
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J3

(4, 1)

(4, 2)

(4, 3)

(4, 4)

G3

(5, 1)

(5, 2)

(5, 3)

(5, 4)

t

Figure 2: Sketch of the network used for assignment of
large jobs and configurations. The example for  = 1/9
shows
three large jobs with processing times J1 = 5/9,
∪{κ(`) |κ(`) occurs in a gap in GL (T ) in σ2 }
J2 = 6/9, and J3 = 9/9. The configurations are of sizes
denote the large jobs and configurations as they occur s1 = 1/9, s2 = 3/9, s3 = 5/9, and s4 = 6/9. The
in the large gaps in σ2 . We obtain the following result. three large gaps are of sizes G1 = 7/9, G2 = 8/9, and
G3 = 9/9. Interval-configuration nodes with interval
Lemma 2.4. Let T be a feasible makespan. Let σ3 be index smaller than 4 are not shown since they are not
a partial schedule of makespan at most T which assigns connected to any job node by construction.
exactly the large and medium jobs in JLC (T ) to the large
gaps in GL (T ) in any feasible way. Then σ3 can be
extended to a partial schedule σ4 with makespan at most for each j ∈ S we have pj ≤ T and |S| ≤ m, we
T and the following properties. Every large job from have P (S) ≤ T m. Furthermore, except for the gaps in
JL (T ) is scheduled in a large gap from GL (T ). There GL (T ), σ4 is identical to σ2 and the jobs in JLC (T ) are
are only medium and small jobs from JM (T ) ∪ JS (T ) scheduled as in σ3 . 
which are not scheduled of total processing time at most
2.4 Assignment of Jobs to Large Gaps via
T m/2 + T m/2 + T m = 2T m.
Network Flow. In Lemma 2.4 we have argued that
Proof. Let σ2 denote the schedule from Lemma 2.3. Let basically it is not important how the large and medium
jobs in JLC (T ) are packed into the gaps in GL (T ) once
IS := {j ∈ JS (T )|job j is scheduled in
the set JLC (T ) is known. In this subsection we show
how
both the selection of suitable configurations and
a gap from GL (T ) in σ2 }.
the assignment to the gaps can be done via enumeration
Remove the small jobs from IS in σ2 and let
of a class of network flow models. Given a makespan
T we use a network flow model to find a feasible
qL (T )
X
assignment, if one exists, for JL (T ) and the associated
Gi − P (JLC (T ))
PLG :=
configurations, implicitly given by the values c(k, `) ≤ m
i=1
for (k, `) ∈ I. We define a directed acyclic graph
denote the remaining free processing time in the gaps N (T ) = (V (T ), E(T )) where V (T ) consists out of five
from GL (T ) after IS is removed. Clearly we have layers; the construction is sketched in Fig. 2. In the first
P (IS ) ≤ PLG . From the resulting schedule remove layer there is only s, the source node. In the second
all jobs from JLC (T ) and reschedule them again as layer there are the at most m large jobs from JL (T )
in σ3 . Clearly, this does not change the total load (job nodes). In the third layer there is a set of nodes to
in GL (T ), i.e. in GL (T ) there is still an amount of govern the assignment of large jobs and configurations,
PLG of free processing time. Since P (IS ) ≤ PLG , namely exatly I (interval-configuration nodes). In the
we can distribute the small jobs in IS to the gaps in fourth layer there are the at most m large gaps from
GL (T ) in a first fit manner, fractionalizing jobs which GL (T ) (gap nodes). In the fifth layer there is only t, the
cannot be accomodated completely. In this way, at terminal node. The arc set E(T ) is defined as follows.
most |GL (T )| − 1 ≤ m small jobs are fractionalized. The source s is connected to each large job node, i.e.
The set of these is called S and is removed from the (s, j) ∈ E(T ) for each j ∈ JL (T ) (arcs connect layers
schedule; the resulting schedule is denoted by σ4 . Since 1 and 2). Each job node is connected to an intervalJLC (T ) := {j ∈ JL (T )|job j is rounded as in σ2 }

configuration node if it is contained in the interval,
i.e. (j, (k, `)) ∈ E(T ) :⇔ pj ∈ Ik (T ) for j ∈ JL (T ),
(k, `) ∈ I (arcs connect layers 2 and 3). Each intervalconfiguration node is connected to a gap node if each
possibly rounded job from the respective interval can
be packed together with the configuration into the gap,
i.e. ((k, `), G) ∈ E(T ) :⇔ (k + 1)T + s` ≤ G for each
(k, `) ∈ I and G ∈ GL (T ) (arcs connect layers 3 and
4). Each gap node is connected to the terminal node,
i.e. (G, t) ∈ E(T ) for each G ∈ GL (T ) (arcs connect
layers 4 and 5). Each job node is connected to each gap
node it fits into, i.e. precisely (j, G) ∈ E(T ) :⇔ pj ≤ G
for each j ∈ JL (T ), G ∈ GL (T ) (arcs connect layers 2
and 4). The arcs in E(T ) are endowed with a lower
capacity 0 and an upper capacity of 1. Finally for
each (k, `) ∈ I we require the flow in the intervalconfiguration node (k, `) to be c(k, `) which can be
done by expanding a node to two nodes connected by
an artificial edge with suitable flow constraints. Note
that the encoding size of N (T ) is polynomially bounded
in the encoding size of the instance. Furthermore
N (T ) has an optimal s-t-flow of value |JL (T )| if and
only if JL (T ) together with the selected configurations,
implicitly given by the values c(k, `), can be packed
into the gaps in GL (T ); a corresponding packing is
then given in a natural way via the network flow.
However, the values c(k, `) for each (k, `) ∈ I have to
be enumerated. We have |GL (T )| ≤ m and hence at
most m large jobs from JL (T ) can be packed together
with a certain configuration; consequently c(k, `) ≤ m
holds for each (k, `) ∈ I. Furthermore there is only
a constant number of at most c2 c3 nodes in the third
layer. Since each of these nodes gets assigned a capacity
c(k, `) ∈ {0, . . . , m}, the quantity (m+1)c2 c3 is an upper
bound for the number of possible assignments of flow
restrictions on configuration-interval nodes.
2.5 Packing of Medium and Small Jobs. Let
I := {k + 1, . . . , n}. Given the large jobs JL (T ),
all configurations κ(1) , . . . , κ(c2 ) , and a suitable choice
of values c(k, `) for each (k, `) ∈ I we can use the
network flow model from Subsect. 2.4 to find a feasible
assignment, if one exists, of the large jobs and associated
configurations to the gaps in GL (T ). Let I1 denote the
set of jobs assigned in this way and denote by σ3 the
corresponding partial schedule; let I2 := I \ I1 . The
assignment in σ3 is done without unnecessary idle time
in the large gaps and is fixed in the candidate solution,
i.e. we aim at extending σ3 . Consequently, the large
gaps in GL (T ) become smaller since σ3 assigns some
jobs there, as sketched in Fig. 3. More precisely, we
denote by Si the set of jobs scheduled in the large gap
Gi for i ∈ {1, . . . , qL (T )} and introduce new gaps G̃i of

qL (T )

qL (T )

(a) In the partial schedule σ3 ,
the large gaps in GL (T ) are filled
with large jobs from JL (T ) and
configurations as indicated by the
choice of values c(k, `).

(b) For the assignment of
jobs from I2 , we consider
the remaining space. The
set of smaller “large” gaps is
denoted by G̃L (T ).

Figure 3: This sketch illustrates the large gaps in
the schedule σ3 . Light grey areas indicate large jobs,
dark grey ares indicate configurations, and white areas
indicate idle time.
sizes
G̃i := Gi −

X

pj

j∈Si

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , qL (T )}. Furthermore we use
G̃L (T ) := {G̃1 , . . . , G̃qL (T ) } to denote the set of new
gaps and let G0 (T ) := G̃L (T ) ∪ GS (T ). Now G0 is to be
algorithmically filled with jobs from I2 . If T is feasible,
by Lemma 2.4 there is a subset I3 ⊆ I2 such that I3 can
be scheduled in G0 (T ) and P (I1 )+P (I3 ) ≥ P (I)−2T m
holds; let I3 be chosen as such. We use MSSPPTAS to
select I4 ⊆ I2 such that P (I4 ) ≥ (1 − )P (I3 ). In total
we obtain
P (I1 ) + P (I4 ) ≥ P (I1 ) + (1 − )P (I3 )
≥ (1 − )(P (I1 ) + P (I3 )) ≥ (1 − )(P (I) − 2T M )
unless T is infeasible and can safely be discarded. In
∗
and a
total, for the optimal makespan T = Cmax
suitable choice of values c(k, `) we can schedule a total
load of at least (1 − )(P (I) − 2T m) in [0, T ). Hence
after T there remains a total processing time of at most
P (I) − (1 − )(P (I) − 2T m) ≤ 2T m + P (I)
to schedule. We can use any list scheduling algorithm
to execute this small load in the interval [T, ∞); the
following analysis is sketched in the upper part of Fig. 4.
Let T 0 denote the last step in [T, ∞) where there is
no idle machine and let T 00 denote the last time step
in [T 0 , ∞) where there is a busy machine. Now we
use the well-known Graham bounds. Here we obtain
∗
|[T 0 , T 00 )| ≤ T /2 ≤ Cmax
/2 for the last part of the
schedule and
|[T, T 0 )| ≤

∗
2T m + P (I)
2T m + mCmax
≤
m
m
∗
∗
2mCmax
+ mCmax
∗
≤
= 3Cmax
m

m1
m2
m3

m

m4
m5
[0, T )

[T, T 0 )

[T 0 , T 00 )

(a) Illustration of the list scheduling from Sect. 2. The jobs in
the interval [0, T ) are scheduled via the technique described in
Subsect. 2.1–2.4 and MSSPPTAS; the jobs in [T, T 00 ) are assigned
via list scheduling, hence in [T, T 0 ) there is no idle time.
m1

m−λ

m2
m3
m4
m5
[0, T )

[T, T 0 )

[T 0 , T 00 )

(b) Illustration of the list scheduling from Sect. 3. The jobs in
the interval [0, T ) are scheduled via the technique described in
Subsect. 2.1–2.4 and MSSPPTAS; the jobs in [T, T 00 ) are assigned
via list scheduling, hence in [T, T 0 ) there is no idle time on the
first m − λ machines.

Figure 4: Illustration of both analyses carried out in
Sect. 2 & 3 for the respective list scheduling which
finally arranges the hitherto non-scheduled jobs. The
jobs are indicated by dark grey areas while light grey
areas indicate the periods of non-availability; white
areas indicate idle time.
for the middle part of the schedule, hence the makespan
of our algorithmically generated schedule can be
bounded by
|[0, T )| + |[T, T 0 )| + |[T 0 , T 00 )|
1 ∗
∗
∗
∗
≤ Cmax
+ 3Cmax
+ Cmax
= (3/2 + 3)Cmax
.
2

unless P = NP [4] or, alternatively, from the fact that
scheduling parallel jobs on parallel machines with nonavailability is inapproximable unless P = NP [5]. Earlier, Lee [21] only pointed out that LPT performs arbitrarily badly. In either case the inapproximability
is due to the permission of time steps where no machine is available. Since the periods of non-availability
do not contribute to the makespan, scheduling with
non-availability admits a gap-creating reduction which
separates the objective values of optimal solutions and
suboptimal solutions of yes-instances. However, the restriction to instances where for each time step there is
an available machine is not sufficient to obtain a constant approximation ratio, as can be seen via a reduction
from Equal Cardinality Partition; the proof is omitted
for space reasons.
Theorem 3.1. Scheduling with non-availability, even
if for each time step there is an available machine, does
not admit a polynomial time algorithm with a constant
approximation ratio unless P = NP.
Consequently we assume that at least one machine is always available. The algorithm we are about to present
will use the assumption that the percentage ρ of permanently available machines is constant. Surprisingly,
even this severe restriction is algorithmically hard to
approximate. Lemma 3.1 yields the inapproximability
result from Theorem 1.2; the proof is omitted due to
lack of space.
Lemma 3.1. Scheduling with non-availability, even if
the ratio ρ ∈ (0, 1) of permanently available machines is
constant, does not admit a polynomial time approximation algorithm with absolute approximation ratio 3/2−,
unless P = NP, for any  ∈ (0, 1/2].

Without the restriction of a constant percentage of
By carrying out the entire construction from Sub- machines being permanently available, scheduling with
sect. 2.1–2.5 with 0 := /3 instead of , we have es- non-availability yields an interesting connection to the
tablished Theorem 1.1 and shown our main result.
well-known problem Bin Packing; the existence of
an approximation algorithm for scheduling with non3 Scheduling with Non-Availability
availability with constant ratio implies the existence
Here we describe how our approach can be applied to of an approximation algorithm for Bin Packing with
scheduling with non-availability; the idea is basically the additive error. However, this is an open problem, as
same as for scheduling with fixed jobs, but results in a discussed in [7], Chapt. 2, page 67. Theorem 3.2 can
construction which is slightly more technical in nature. be seen as an informal reason for scheduling with nonThe main reason for this is that, in terms of complex- availability being hard to approximate.
ity, scheduling with fixed jobs and non-availability behave differently. The general problem of scheduling with Theorem 3.2. Suppose there is a polynomial time alnon-availability without any further restriction does not gorithm for scheduling with non-availability with absoadmit a constant approximation ratio unless P = NP lute approximation ratio c ∈ N \ {1}. Then there is a
holds; this follows from the fact that scheduling with polynomial time algorithm for Bin Packing with additive
non-availability for m constant is also inapproximable error 2(c − 1).

Proof. Let A be an algorithm for scheduling with nonavailability with approximation ratio c ∈ N \ {1}. For
each instance I of Bin Packing with n items and bin size
b we define n instances Ii0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} of scheduling
with non-availability by setting m = i and defining
intervals of non-availability (j + 1, b) of size ∞ for each
j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1}. Note each Ii0 can be generated from I
within a polynomial runtime bound. For each instance
I of Bin Packing, n is an upper bound for OPT(I), the
minimum number of bins in which the items of I can
be packed. Let I be an instance of Bin Packing. Let
n0 := min{i ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {1}|A(Ii0 ) ≤ cb} which can
be found in polynomial time by enumeration. Hence
∗
A(In0 0 −1 ) > cb, from which follows Cmax
(In0 0 −1 ) > b.
This means that it is impossible to pack the items of
I in less than n0 bins of size b, hence OPT(I) ≥ n0
holds. Consider the schedule for In0 0 generated by A.
The schedule for the machines 2, . . . , n0 yields n0 − 1
bins. Furthermore, the jobs scheduled on machine 1
can be packed in 1 + 2(c − 1) bins by packing all jobs
from intervals of the form [`b, (` + 1)b) into one bin
and packing each job crossing the boundaries of such
adjacent intervals into a separate bin. In total, the
number of bins needed for this packing can be bounded
by n0 − 1 + 1 + 2(c − 1) ≤ OPT(I) + 2(c − 1), hence
the approach yields an algorithm for Bin Packing which
uses at most 2(c − 1) additional bins. 
Now we present the approximation algorithm for
scheduling with non-availability where the ratio of permanently available machines is constant. Similar to [11],
we use λ ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} to denote the number of machines which are permitted to be temporarily unavailable. Since the machines are identical, we assume that
the first m − λ machines are permanently available; in
total, ρ = (m − λ)/m = 1 − λ/m is the percentage
of permanently available machines. As for scheduling
with fixed jobs, the running time of our algorithm will
depend polynomially on m, which yields a polynomially bounded running time with the same argument as
before. Next we obtain the algorithm mentioned in Theorem 1.2. Let I := {1, . . . , n}; for scheduling with nonavailability, P (I) ≤ npmax yields an upper bound for
the optimal makespan since all jobs can be scheduled on
the permanently available machine in the time interval
[0, P (I)). Similar as before we perform binary search
for the makespan in [0, P (I)), which yields a suitable
makespan in O(log(npmax )) steps. The gap classification for a target makespan T is done as in Subsect. 2.1,
yielding GL (T ) and GS (T ); likewise, the partition into
large, medium and small gaps is done as in Subsect. 2.1.
We proceed as before by defining configurations for
medium jobs as in Subsect. 2.2; the rounding results
in a loss of processing time of at most T m/2, but still

all large jobs are scheduled. The discretization of large
jobs is carried out as in Subsect. 2.3 which again results
in an additional loss of total load T m/2 by using the
enumeration of network flow models as in Subsect. 2.4;
by guessing the assignment of large jobs to large gaps we
lose again an amount of T m of processing time. In the
innermost loop of our algorithm, we pack the remaining
small jobs using MSSPPTAS from [1, 13]. In total, for
∗
the optimal target makespan T = Cmax
a total amount
of processing time of at least (1 − )(P (I) − 2T m) can
be scheduled in the interval [0, T ); consequently, we
have only medium and small jobs with total processing time of at most 2T m + P (I) to schedule. We use
list scheduling to to pack the remaining jobs in the time
interval [T, ∞) on the first m − λ machines which are
free by assumption; let M := {1, . . . , m − λ} denote the
set of these. The analysis is illustrated in the lower part
of Fig. 4. Similar as in Subsect. 2.5, let T 0 denote the
last step in [T, ∞) where there is no idle machine in M
and let T 00 denote the last time step in [T 0 , ∞) where
there is a busy machine in M . Again we use the Graham
∗
/2 and
bounds and obtain |[T 0 , T 00 )| ≤ T /2 ≤ Cmax
|[T, T 0 )| ≤

∗
2T m + mCmax
2T m + P (I)
≤
m−λ
m−λ
∗
∗
+ Cmax
2Cmax
3
≤
=
C∗ ,
1 − λ/m
1 − λ/m max

hence the makespan of our algorithmically generated
schedule can be bounded by
|[0, T )| + |[T, T 0 )| + |[T 0 , T 00 )|
3
1 ∗
∗
∗
≤ Cmax
+
Cmax
+ Cmax
1 − λ/m
2
3
∗
= (3/2 +
)Cmax
.
1 − λ/m
In total, we carry out the entire construction with
0 := (1 − λ/m)/3 = ρ/3 instead of ; here we use
the assumption that 1 − λ/m is constant to obtain a
polynomial runtime bound. Finally, we have established
Theorem 1.2 and shown our second main result.
4

Conclusion

We have studied non-preemptive scheduling with fixed
jobs and non-availability where the objective is to
minimize the makespan. For scheduling with fixed
jobs we obtained a polynomial time algorithm with
ratio 3/2 + ; for this problem, an approximation ratio
of 3/2 −  is impossible unless P = NP holds. For
our algorithm we have developed a novel technique
of discretization and flow-based assignment of large
jobs. This technique can also be used for scheduling

with non-availability where a constant percentage of the
machines is permanently available; there it also yields
an approximation algorithm with ratio 3/2 +  while a
ratio of 3/2 −  is impossible unless P = NP holds. In
total, in a certain sense our approach yields two tight
approximation results. However, for both problems
under consideration, it is an open problem whether an
approximation ratio of exactly 3/2 can be obtained.
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